In response to the demand for high accuracy and high resolution of angular positioning and movement of CNC machine tools, the demand for rotary encoder systems has also increased for the detection of ultra-precise angular position and movement. Authors had developed a new principle of self-calibration with multiple detecting head which enables detection of the error components of higher order with the less number of detecting heads. The system developed for this paper consists of a rotary scale with grating, sensor head unit with build-in 6 pieces of sensor heads and data processing box containing a circuit to process analog signals from the sensor head unit and output angular data applied calibration value in real time. This paper evaluates the performance of this system. In addition, the angular accuracy of the rotary encoder for servo control inside a machine tool was examined with reference to the self-calibration of the rotary encoder using the proposed method. Measured data of the accuracy of that were also utilized to generate the calibration data of the rotary encoder, and the rotary encoder was calibrated with the calibration data. The measured accuracy showed a resolution of 1/2 . It was confirmed that the angular positioning accuracy was improved because of the calibration.
Introduction 1.1 Needs and trend
The importance of precise angular measurement has increased for machine tools and precision measurement equipment. In particular, a rotary encoder needs to be developed to ensure high accuracy for machines.
Machine tools require further improvement regarding the processing accuracy of large round workpieces. For example, in the energy industry, the machine accuracy of components is assumed to directly affect energy the conversion efficiency and lifetime of components used in high-speed turbines or large gears of wind power generators (Goch et al.,2012 , Barinova et al., 2012 , as shown in Fig. 1 . There is strong demand for rotary encoders with better accuracy and resolution to serve as a measurement reference, especially for measurements of the surface accuracy of optical components or wafers that incorporate auto-collimators. These machine tools or precision measurement equipment use an auto-collimator by placing a polyhedron mirror over the machine. This method can measure a number of points identical to the number of mirrors. This is not enough to meet further demands for increased accuracy in the future.
A rotary encoder can achieve higher accuracy and resolution with high machining repeatability even if it is installed roughly without precise alignment. In response to the above requirements, multiple heads have been applied to a single rotary disc of an existing encoder to compensate for the calibration error. However, this increases the size of the encoder because of the many heads required. Thus, this approach is impractical for implementation in a machine Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) tool system.
Problem of rotary encoder and invention of VEDA-method
Rotary encoder has two types of error elements, inherent and acquired. Inherent error comes from a manufacturing process whereas acquired error elements arise through installation process of encoder into the machine at site. Rotary encoder provides several types of self calibration methods in order to eliminate both error elements (Masuda et al., 1989 , Watanabe et al., 2005 . The number of sensor heads required for calibration still remains high, even though new ideas have been introduced as calibration methods at higher order by smaller number of sensor heads with higher accuracy encoder (Watanabe et al., 2014) .
In response, authors developed the self calibration method named as "Virtual Equal Division Average method (VEDA method), which realizes detection of errors from higher order elements with smaller number of sensor heads (Ishii et al., 2016) ". In this method two heads enable self calibration equivalent to the calibration by multiple sensor heads at equal interval by calculating error curves for all heads set at equal interval with the data from two neighboring head only. The authors also introduced the ideal location for 6 sensor heads based on VEDA method in the same paper. In addition, feasibility and usability of this principle were investigated through a simulation by measurement data of angular accuracy from each sensor head. The simulation of measurement resulted +/-0.07 arcsec accuracy by the combination of 6 scanning heads. In this paper, rotary scale and sensor head unit with built-in 6 scanning head are developed for the actual installation on the processing machine, as well as the data process box containing a circuit to synchronize 6 scanning heads, process data real time then apply calibration value.
Principle of the VEDA method
To overcome these difficulties, a new method for self-calibration is proposed in this paper. In general, a sensor head at position θ with respect to the reference position of the detected value of the rotary encoder can be represented as
where θ is the angular position (0 to 2π) and ε(θ) is the periodic angle error term of the rotary encoder. The error term of the actual sensor has abroad frequency components. The error term is represented as
where n is a positive integer, is the amplitude of the n-th Fourier component, and is the phase of the n-th Fourier component. If the reference position is at the 0th position of sensor heads positioned with N units of equal intervals over one cycle, the detected value of the k-th head can be represented as follows: Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) (
Consider two sensor heads separated by an angle of rad. The difference between the detected values of the th and th sensor heads can be represented as follows:
Accordingly,
Therefore,
where is the phase shift of .
Therefore, the error of the sensor head at 2πk/N is described by the difference of error curve between 1st and 0th sensor head and error curve between 1st sensor head:
In this manner, it is possible to calculate the detected value of the N sensor heads arranged at equal intervals. The Nth-order components of the error can be described by using the principle of EDA method that "For any positive integer N, any arbitrary periodic curve generates a total n of curves whose angle phase shifts by π from the original curve. The averaged curve, from the total of N curves, has components that are integral multiples of the N-order Fourier components of the original curve." Therefore, the average of the detected values of the N equally distributed sensor heads, is a detection value having an error of only the Nth order.
Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (9) yields (9) As in the case of calculating equation (7) using equation (6), the error from the sensor head positioned at can be also represented as :
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9) yields Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) (11) Equations (9) and (11) represent the same thing, so the average can be described as follows: (12) According to Eq. (12), the two neighboring sensors on a scale can generate calibration values that are the same as the case when the sensor heads are at equal intervals. This method allows for higher-order calibration with fewer sensor heads.
This principle enables calibration against any higher order by using only two sensor heads. However, an angle between two sensor head becomes narrow for calibration of higher order errors therefore the effect increases from an error at the installation of sensor heads at the ideal angle. In addition, the difference of accuracy curve among sensor heads remains small in case of narrower angle between two heads which inherit a slightly different error curve even by the detection over the same rotary encoder. Smaller difference in characteristics of error curve leads larger impacts on the calibration for higher order errors. It is critical to select the appropriate order for the calibration.
Authors have chosen self calibration with 3 pairs/ 6 heads based on VEDA method in consideration with these backgrounds. Each head locates at the position as a combination of three prime numbers of 2nd, 3rd and 5th order as shown in Fig. 2 . Errors from different orders are calibrated except multiple of 30th order as the least common value of these prime numbers. Fourier elements of an error from a scale is 0.003 arcsec or less for 25th or higher order as shown in Fig. 3 . Calibrated value at the 30th order satisfies target accuracy. Combination of 3 pairs from is ideal to keep calibration order small for the 30th order calibration in order to make the distance between two sensor head wider for VEDA method. A pair of the head faces each other at 180 degree interval for the elimination of eccentricity to the axis direction for self calibration, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Simple, four arithmetic operations can realize calculation of self calibration values based on these principles.
Configuration of Rotary Encoder system
Rotary encoder system developed for this paper consists of a rotary scale with grating, a sensor head unit with multiple sensor heads built inside of the unit to scan grating of a rotary scale, plus data processing box containing a circuit to process analog signals from the sensor head unit and apply compensated value real time then output angular data Fig. 5 . A rotary scale holds diffraction gratings on the glass disc with outer diameter of 90mm and inner diameter of 70mm. one pitch grating contains grating lines per 1 cycle. Sensor head uses grating interferometer method to detect gratings and output sinusoidal signal of per rotation, which is interpolated by through interpolation circuit to make resolution of . Rotating table needs to integrate a rotary scale with the weight around 270g only so that the effect from the rotary encoder system to the rotation table remains significantly small during measurements. Sensor head unit weighs around 4kg but can be installed independently onto the fixed, non-moving part around a rotary table with flexible mounting options. Design of data process box is simple without highly complex configurations even for calculation of calibration values as explained in following chapters, packaged in a compact, separate box with max length of 300mm. These compact and flexible design for installation enabled high accuracy rotation angle measurement on the process machine regardless of the mounting direction.
Development of data processing circuit
Authors has developed data processing circuit as a part of self-calibration Rotary Encoder System to obtain output from multiple sensor heads, apply averaging and self calibration values then output data at real time. Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) Interpolation circuit divides these digital data to 16 bits by converting each Lissajous signal from a sensor head into rotation count and phase information. Angular data is obtained as 36 bit signal per revolution of a scale together with a number of wave of original signal. Interpolation circuit contains a circuit for Calibration for offset of Lissajous signal and adjustment of amplitude balance or phase in sinusoidal and cosine signals. Interpolation error remains 1% or less with respect to the original signal and all interpolated points can achieve target accuracy.
Rotary scale has a reference point. (v) Detecting circuit for reference point detects analog signal from (iv) Reference point detector then angular data is reset through (vi) Reference point zero reset circuit. (vii) Averaging circuit averages the angular data from each sensor head. These processes are common at "Calibration mode" for theoretical self-calculation of Calibration value prior to the measurement and at "Measurement Mode" to detect angular data at real time.
In "Calibration Mode", (viii) Circuit for detecting constant angle stores data for calculation of Calibration values based on the average of 6 axes data from (vii) Averaging Circuit. This time 360 points at one degree interval are prepared as Calibration value. In total 2160 points of data, as a multiple of 360 points and 6 axes, are stored in (ix) Memory for storing constant angle data, for Calibration up to 180 th order except the multiple of 30 th order. Data is processed at real time from the detection at (i) detecting head to the storage at (ix) Memory for storing constant angle value. Afterwards, (x) Circuit for calculating calibration value generates Calibration data through VEDA-method based on the stored data of 360 points per revolution and per each head. (xi) Memory for storing calibration value stores 360 points of Calibration data, as the end of "Calibration Mode". In "Measurement Mode", (xii) Circuit for applying calibration value applies 360 points of Calibration data onto angular data from (vii) Averaging circuit. Circuits used in "Measurement Mode" contain FPGA in order to realize real time process required for the measurement.
Cause and estimation of error factors
Two types of error factor affect the measurement (Ishii et al., 2016) . One is characteristic of individual sensor head appeared as the difference of error curve; the other is adjustment accuracy of the sensor head against the specified location at installation. Both errors are recognized as errors at low orders. Figure 7 represents examples of error curves from 6 sensor heads used for this encoder system. Figure 8 shows delta from the average of error curves on Fig.7 , which is equivalent to the characteristic of each sensor head. The effect from the difference in characteristics of each sensor head is described approximately as so that it is averaged in accordance with the increase of the number of the sensor heads " " to be used for a measurement.
Errors from a characteristic of individual sensor head
For the rotary encoder system developed for this paper, characteristic of the head was evaluated by a pair of sensor head facing each other , resulting ±0.122 arcsec difference in error curves as shown in Fig.9 Therefore, expected value of error from a characteristics of a sensor head is . The difference among each sensor head should decrease in order to increase the accuracy of the system in future. Reset Signal Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) 
Errors from an eccentricity of the rotary scale and adjustment accuracy of sensor head
Improper installation of sensor head prevents execution of correct calibration. Especially, installation accuracy of sensor heads facing each other at 180 degree interval determines the level of calibration at the 1st order element where eccentricity of a rotary scale at installation, that is a difference of rotation axis of the table and center axis of the scale, enlarges amplitude at the 1st order. 1st order element from the heads located at rad angle is described as the follwing equatation. (13) In this formula represents amplitude of eccentricity error and the initial phase of eccentricity. When , the formula becomes . Figure. 10 shows an example of . . stands for a radius of a rotary scale , as an amount of eccentricity. Detection error becomes as follows. (14) By using equitation when ,
is an error from eccentricity of the average between two sensor heads facing each other positioned at 0rad degree respectively. In this condition a sensor head locates with rad error from the symmetric position. Fig. 7 Phase-shifted error curve of each head. Fig. 8 Characteristics of each head. (15) and (16) (17) Because 3 pairs of the head are facing each other, expected value of the effect to the average of 6 sensor head is described as follows. (18) Error amount per 1mm of eccentricity becomes arcsec/mm for the targeted accuracy of adjustment of sensor head installation at ( on the detecting diameter of R41mm rotary scale). For example, 10 m eccentricity generates an error of 0.025 arcsec.
Evaluation of error with the prototype of encoder system
Prototype of this rotary encoder system was installed onto the national standard equipment for angle owned by National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) for the verification of angular accuracy. This equipment for National standard obtains accuracy curve through time conversion method then measure accuracy by equal division averaging. (Watanabe et al., 2001 (Watanabe et al., , 2003 AB phase output was used for the comparison to achieve real time analysis. Figure 11 shows the results of accuracy measurements at the specified mounting position, with the error arcsec. Large errors at low order, such as 1st 2nd and 4th order would originate from the characteristics of sensor heads as explained section 5.1. Errors without calibration at the multiple of 30th orders remained small around 0.006 arcsec. Errors from other higher order than 30th existed approximately at 0.01 arcsec. Error was arcsec as shown in Fig. 11 (c) without higher order (361st or higher) elements which are affected by measurement error and noise. The result almost matched the estimated error value in Section 5 at arcsec from characteristics of the heads. Fig. 10 Relationship between eccentricity and amplitude of error Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) In addition, amount of 1st order error element was verified using the measuring setup based on the same principle as National Standard equipment. The amount was proportional to eccentricity as described in equation (18) 
Experiment of calibration on the machine tools 7.1 Machine tools and installations
In this verification, a multitasking machine tool with a horizontal lathe (NTX 2000 /DMG MORI) was selected as the measurement target. The accuracy of the main spindle was evaluated, and the calculation of the correction value and the improvement effect after calibration are confirmed. The resolution of the spindle encoder and control resolution is 1/3,600,000 (0.36 arcsec). The accuracy specification of the machine is ± 3 arcsec. Accuracy of rotary encoder used for the measurement is ±0.15 arcsec. Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) A schematic of the encoder attached to the spindle and a photograph of the actual installation is shown in Fig 13. A rotary scale was attached to the spindle, and the sensor head unit was attached to the turret. The encoder does not affect the movement of a spindle because the rotary scale weighs less than 1 kg, inclusive of the attachment, and scale unit and sensor head unit are completely non-contact.
Measurement result of the verification
In this verification, it was set to stop for 1 sec on the command at 360 points per a cycle, for the measurement of 0.5sec within 1sec range. Fig. 14 presents the positioning accuracy of the spindle as ±2.25 arcsec. Figure 15 shows that the repeatability of the positioning accuracy was ±0.42 arcsec. The calibration value is rounded off because the resolution of the control resolution of NC is 0.36 arcsec.
Using the calibration value, which were calculated in this way, calibration was performed on the command of the NC, and the accuracy was measured again in the same manner. The result is shown in Fig. 14. The accuracy after calibration was ± 1.29 arcsec, which is the result of correcting all orders up to the 180th order as the calibration value. For each result, the result from the Fourier transformation of the error is shown in Fig. 16 .
The trend is easier to understand when displaying in the frequency domain. The component of the 40th order or less is roughly well corrected. For the components of the 40th order and higher, the portion indicated by the blue arrow has a peak before the correction, but it is removed after the correction. However, for example, in the 48th order, 143rd order and the 168th to 170th order, there was small peak or no peak in the positioning accuracy before correction, whereas the positioning accuracy after correction had peaks. There is a possibility of an error in frequency with no reproducibility. When calculating the calibration value, better results could be obtained by measuring the positioning accuracy multiple times and excluding a frequency mode with low reproducibility.
In order to determine the correction order of the correction value, it is important to carefully evaluate the reproducibility of the accuracy for each order. As explained in this chapter, frequency analysis at higher accuracy will become possible by obtaining precise error curve at any given point.
Conclusions
In this paper, high resolution rotary encoder system was developed to enhance new self-calibration system established in the previous report for improved measurement accuracy with less number of sensor heads. This compact, separatable design rotary encoder system can be installed easily onto the machine and able to output measurement data real time. It achieved accuracy of arcsec in normal state, which is equivalent to the estimated error from the characteristic of sensor heads. In addition, error from the eccentricity of the scale was also simulated and verified, with the measurement result matching to estimated value.
It provided accurate measurements even with a horizontal spindle. Further, as the resolution of the rotary encoder is higher than positioning resolution, even if measurement is performed at any position according to the positioning resolution of the spindle, accuracy can be measured with little influence by the short interval error of the rotary encoder using as a reference caused by the resolution and the interpolation. By evaluating and calibrating in this manner, it was found that the influence of the positioning accuracy caused by the built-in encoder was eliminated. Only the influence Fig. 13 Schematic and photograph of the encoder attached to a horizontal main spindle.
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Ishii, Taniguchi, Yamazaki and Aoyama, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.5 (2018) of the error of reproducibility and indexing resolution were present. Therefore, the positioning accuracy could be improved. If machining is carried out using a spindle with improved positioning accuracy, it is necessary to carefully remove the influence of errors due to factors other than the positioning accuracy of the spindle, but improvement of machining accuracy should be expected.
Two possibilities should be considered for the actions in the future. One is the development of the rotary encoder system with further accuracy through the improvement of main error factors explained in this paper, such as the characteristics of each sensor head and adjustment accuracy in installation angle. Improvement in process accuracy itself should be also investigated through the highly accurate calibration of the machine with the rotary encoder system as described in chapter 6 of this paper by actually processing precision works such as gear on the machine after 
